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Coventry University choses
Cobra as their immersive
visual partner.
Client profile
The aerospace industry provides one of the most challenging
environments for the development and testing of new technologies.
Offering a range of exciting careers, there is a growing demand
for aerospace engineers with a systems focus and who are able to
embrace the multidisciplinary aspects of problem solving to help
design the next generation of aircraft systems.

The School of Mechanical, Aerospace and Automotive Engineering
enjoys a global reputation for teaching, student experience and
research. In particular, their innovative Activity-Led Learning (ALL)
approach is internationally recognised and has shaped the unique
culture of their forward-facing Faculty, with its inspirational £55M
state-of the art building hosting equipment and student facilities.

Coventry University is ranked 3rd in the UK for mechanical
engineering courses by the Guardian University Guide 2020. The
department includes a Harrier Jump Jet, flight simulation suite and
the Mercedes Petronas Wind Tunnel as well as industry standard
software.
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The Cobra challenge
The Cobra Simulation challenge was to

easy to install. With the continued restrictions

provide Coventry University with an immersive

imposed by COVID-19 Cobras final challenge

visual solution that would fully intergrate

was to ensure it could install the system on

with the 6DOF motion based Gforcefactory

site safely whilst compying with the Universitys

simulator cockpit. As space was very limited

strict COVID policy.

any solution would need to be compact and

The Customer Review
“The students flock around the system and love the
improved visuals. I personally am very happy with the
system and does exactly as requested. The team have been
excellent from first discussions about the systems to the
final installation and all the communications and updates inbetween. They have been excellent with understanding the
needs and issues with working with a University and I will be
seeking to continue to purchase more systems in the near
future to expand the area with multiple devices over the next
few years.”
Charrlotte Collins
Assistant Professor in Aerospace Engineering
Coventry University
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Why Cobra?
In response to this question, Charlotte Collins explains ‘‘Coventry University have been
completing research with BAE Systems on the Open Flight Deck Project https://openflightdeck.
co.uk/. During the research a personal recommendation from the Simulation Facilities Manager
was made and a demonstration was seen with their helicopter simulator. Cobra were more than
happy to test their new 8K system on site due to our light pollution issues. The system worked
well in our surroundings and the cobra team were very helpful through the decision process of
getting the correct specifications for our needs.‘‘

Benefits
When asked about the benefits the Cobra Curved Display provides, Charlotte Collins split her
response into these key areas:
•
This system will aid our students to understand the practical aspects of aircraft
systems and aircraft flight dynamics as a flight simulator. It is a highly upgraded system to our
current flight simulator devices with excellent visual clarity.
•
Being a standalone dome, it will allow us to reconfigure the area to other transport
devices to support other courses.
•
It will even expand to other aspects of our engineering teaching to help visualise CAD
models and perform digital aircraft maintenance activities with more ideas evolving every day.

The Cobra solution in detail
The Cobra180 AV 8K Pro+ system featured includes a single channel 8K dome display delivering
180 degree by 80 degree field of view complete with the latest Cobra Image Generator (IG)
running X-Plane 11, a 8K projector, custom support stand and uses the Cobra True Dimension
warping software.
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